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Thermoinactivation of Viruses, (o,:Jf.*,. 11 .,, tcrr,'nrn•
the Dynamics and Rate of Inactivation of .. , :,>>;Ine 'neephalo-
Inyelitis Virus (VEE)

A.S. Novokhatsky, F.T. Ershov

The effect of a number of bio-,jri c:,rl, ', , ',cors
on the course of the process of in."C; C 14iv i f'ren.
temperatures was studied on the mocel of V :. .i,! ~~obtained in HeLa and MASHA cells were found t~o !.ý 1, ,:. ;,.-Le, o heating

at 50 degrees C than those obtained in coils c,.' cmbryos
and RES cells. Ultracentrifugation resultcd in r ,..it bility
of VEE virus and increased its sensitivity o' . effect of

12,-5% magnesium sulphate. Decreasing of pil of tro :'; -c on 'i'I ng
suspension from 9.0 to 7.0 slightly slowed down Lnor:oimLct,1ivation of VEE
virus by the "nucleic" type; rore crude changes in pil m:irkedly enhanced
inactivation of the virus. In all cases, a change in the duration and
dynamics of the process of thermoinactivation of VEE virus occurred owing
to a regular change of a limited number of mechanisms of the loss of
infectious activity, the specific manifestations of w•i.ih are discussede

(D.I. Ivanovsky Institute of Virology, Academy of Medical Sciences, Moscow.
Published Jan. 13, 1970)

Q The complicated structure of virus particles represents a nucleo-
proteid complex, in a series of cases surrounded by an outer lipoproteid
casing, and it finds a reflection in the variety of machanisms causing
a loss of infectious activity of the virions at different temperatures
and in different conditions of incubation. As was indicated earlier
(2 - L, 6 - 8), the virus particles become inactive either as a result
of previous breakdown of the viral nucleinic acid, (the nucleinic type of
inactivation) or as a result of the denaturing of virus proteins (protein
type of inactivation). A significant influence on the character and the
speed of inactivation is the outer form.ation of the cncaoed viruses (11).

Varying biological, physics and chemical factors, acLing on the
process of heat loss of infectious activity of virusc.z, realize their
influence on the basis of one or another type of inactivation, subordinate
to sufficiently determined regularities. in this rcpoerL w e present the
results of research on the influence of a series of factors on the level
of thermostability of the VEE virus. Choice cf tne model was determined
by the circumstance that at a temperature of 50 to 56 degrees, the dynamics
of inactivation of the VEE virus allows sirrmultaneous determination of
the action of the factors under study on various inactivation machanisms
and various stractural formations of the virus particles (2, 9).

Materials and Methods

The VEE virus was received from the col c:,-on of the Rockefeller
Institute in 194b. Taking into account the nc; ro•mcity of the parent
virus population (3), from it was- made a varirt t(3 L) by means of
three-fold passivation from platelet to platel.et. .he virus which was
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taken frcm one platelet at the third , '' r- tryAnizedOch icken cmbry•o co'l]>; (ThE) was u:•Id a:; tai, .•:i.' 1•;.' l ca:;cs

where there was no special indication, the vi',; , (I J hn f orm
o0 a culture liquid taken 21: hours alt<.." . r '" eo d
incu,,bat.d at 36 degrees (infection /uiti citev v C,, C,/ca). In
several ex~eriments we used thermori;•.',nt () ," ,e

virus, the receipt and properties of W.iicr..'-c ,r 0).

Prcoaration of the 7' cells, ti.c: h&t. :,lOand
the titration of the VtE virus were done accoraic-- i,. :h, metrods described
earlier (2, L).

Cells of the intertwining lines of CES, :c .. , i were grown

in miatras flasks at a volume of 100 ml. under aof f<:ding medium
(medium No. 199 with 10% bovine serum). Infcction of uhe cells with the
mother virus took place with an infection multi lic'fty of ' ?FU/cell;
incubation of the infected culture a t 36 degrees las-xu L8 hours; as
an aggregate medium, medium No. 199 with 2% bovine scruai was used.

To establish the indisepnsable value for pE, ac acxd to the virus-
containing liquid a corresponding quantity of o. "o Na" .. or
1 n of HO1 with the subsequent pH control with the aid of a potentiometer.

Cleaning the VEE virus, 'The virus-containing liquid received during
replication of the VEE virus in T"E cells (agg!regation medium - medium
N-. 199 without bovine serum), was centrifuged for 20 minutes at 2000
revs/miri. to remove the cell detritus. The remaining liquid was centrifuged
for 2 1/2 hours in a carbon rotor 8 x 50 of centrifuge Superspeed-50
at 27,000 revs/min. The precipitate was resuspended in 15 ml. of medium
No. 199 and homogenized with the aid of a homogenizer (Downs, 15 oscilla-
tions). The suspension was cleared for 15 minutes at 10,000 revs/mU. From
the remaining liouid, the virus was precipated for 2 1/2 hours at 2 5,OO0
revs/min using the centrifuge Superspeed-50 (bucket-rotor 3x20) through
16% potassium tartrate on a cushion of L05• potassium tartrate. The virus
was gathered from the interphase, homogenized in medium no. 199, clarified
as indicated above, and precipitated with the aid of still one more

cycle of ultracentrifuging. The precipitate was resuspended in the cor-
responding medium.

Results

Influence of the cell system on the ther,.,a .. ty of the VZE virus.
The virus was replicated in the intertwining R-.S, %cnca Xns ,ASHiA cells
and in "hE cells. The inactivation dynamics were determined at 50 to 54
degrees. The results of the experiments are prescntec in s!<eth 1.

2.e V7Z virus (variant ts) received in various cell moauls, became • -
active at 5` degrees in medium No. 199 with 2-,'1o!0 1 serum with .1most
identical speed (sketchi l,a). At the same t:i*-.e tae V, X virus (variant
tr) received in TKE cells (in sketch la, the inactivation dlrnanics are
indicated by the broken line), lost its infectious activity significantly
more slowly.

A; 50 degrees the VdE virus (variant tr) rcceivca in HeLa cells
Q0 (roken line in sketch ib), and likewise VEE virus (variant ts) received

in ThE and RES cells, became inactive with t.;e sa:pe siedu wnich was
noted below as the s-peed of inactivation of the VzE virus (variant ts)
received in HeLa -and MASHA cells.
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In this way the speed of inactivation of thu V:%' vi 1.-:; -. liCatedU in various cell systems, was determined by the lovel of th,, tn,,mperature
during heating and by the strain peculiarities of 01' virus.

The influence of differential centrifuging ox r,: tn• r. h:i.bity
of the VEE virus. The cleaned virus was n lu.,pcnix. in -r<.(-*rum No. 199,
diluted 5-fold in a physiological solution an .r...,., -Lt various
temperatures, from L5 to 50 degrees, determi,)ini , -rnanic of the rmo-
inactivation. In all cases the speed of inactivation of -h. cleaned
virus was increased by comparison with the control. sa Ctech 2, the
revults are presented of the typical cxprirnt on ,ih .:.bGion of thc
inactivation ot the cleaned virus and tne control sLrp~ .l.. at 50 degrees.

Sketch 3 demonstrates the inactivation of the cleane`d VLE virus in
various salt solutions at 50 degrees. ýidition of :2, •` magnesium sulfate
slowed manyfold the loss of the infecti sness of the virions.

Resistance of the cleaned virus in various storage conditions.
The cleaned VEE virus was resuspended in Eariels sol.tion with a borax
buffer pH 9,0 (1:1) and maintained at a temperaturk. o_" 7"?, of 1, and of minusLO degrees, thawed only once, when at a Iiven pc:od o-,- minid the
infectious activity; ano*6her part underwent ,.4.1,tra;.c' fnea f ez. ing
which significantly hastened the dying of the virt u t c ,, L, cur-e 3).
The virus at 37 degrees became almost whoily _iva...v y tro following
2L hour period.

At 4 degrees, the virus was more stablc tinat -, ces f 'the
storage period did not exceed I - 1 1/2 weeks.

The influence of pH of virus-containing suspensions on the thermo-
stability of the VEE virus. In sketch 5a, the graph represents the in-
activation of the VEE virus at 53 degrees and pH 7,0, 8,0, and 9,0 during
the first 20 minutes of heating. The increase of the o" value leads to
the constant growth of the inactivation speed of the virus in these con-
ditions.

Sketch 5b demonstrates the virus inactivatiorn a t 53 degrees and pH
values of 8,0, 10,0 and 6,0 (curves 1, 2, 3 correspond). Obviously,
such a large range of pH to the alkaline and also to the acidic side
significantly speeds the loss of infectious activity. The virus perishes
most quickly in a sharply acidic medium. It should be noted that the
angle of curve I (nucleinic type) is less than the iildly sloping part of
curve 2, and that the angle of the steep part cf urvwe two (proteid type)
in turn is less than the angle of curve 3.

The influence of glutamin and several other auditions to virus-
containing suspensions on the thermostability of VE virus. In sketch 6
are represented the dynamics of virus inactivat or., at0, L and ý8 degrees
in medium No. 199 with 2% bovine serum in the presence of 0,1% of glutamin.
Control statistics are indicated by the broken linc. At >L and 58 degrees,
the 0,1% glutamin somewhat speeded the virus inactivation. At 50 degrees
before the period of accelerated inactivation of the V?ýL virus.. which began

-Q after 60 minutes of heating, it appeared that t.htre .;aý; a period of
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stabilization of infectious titers. However thk: diffi:rc..nce by comparison

with the control was small and durinr us,,! of :.iiý.;<ion I.atrod of D,

lets, it cannot be recognized as valid.

In connection with the fact that we •e.civu, s, :'reolt,,
37 degrees, and also for the determination of the infbmnce on vii 'ity
of the siataneous presence of glutmin and rn n•-uiu sulfat e whicu J.1.0 d
a stabilizing action on the protein type of inactivatiol, w se tup a
special series of experiments.

TLhe W~ viras grew in TIKE cells in Earle's ;,-..tio •-ith 0,22 % of
1oi.:. bicarbor•atc without srwi, in o"'Uuz •o ,o-I .. .... ,.e.. of tae

many components usually used in the composition of the growth (aggregate)

medium. To the virus-containing suspension we added 0,!VY of glutamin,
12,5% magnesium sulfate, 0,1% of bovine a Ibumin and their combinations.
The virus was heated at 50 degrees for 20 minutes. The r'esults of the
experiment are shown in the table. The crystalline bovine albumin had
the greatest stabilizing action; this influence was scmewhat decreased
by the addition of magnesium sulfate. The magnesi=r sulfate somewhat
stabilized the virus;to the same degree, the glutamin speedred its inactiva-
tion. The simultaneous introduction of 12,5% mafnesium sulfate and
0,1% glutamin led to a notable increase in inactivation.

Discuss ion

__• Study of the duration and the thermodynaac olam;, or c the pro-
cess of thermoinactivation of viruses leads Lo th÷: th..at the
loss of infectious activity of the virions as a recult of tho action of
one or another temperature takes place in a limited nu:mber of paths or
methods which correspond to two basic machanisrns of inactivation - the
nucleinic, or the protein which reflects the inrcardc .t.ructurc- of the virus
particles. Various outward factors exert varying and regular action on
the probability of the appearance and interconnection of indicated
mechanisms of inactivation (6, 7).

Research on the inactivity curves of infectious activity permiti
a certain degree of judgement about the nature and -mechanisns of th. s
process. Determination of the dynamics of TEE virus iriactivation during
different temperatures and conditions leads to the conclusion that the
change in the angle of one inactivation curve in comparison with another
(for instance curves 1, 2 and 3 in sketch 3) wfthin known limits speaks
for the acceleration or slowing of the process durini, t reservation of
the mechanism or type of inactivation. From the other .hand, sharp
change in the angle of one curve in comparison with another is determined
at one or another temperature (curves 1 and 3 in ...... 2), and likewise
the presence of a break in the curve (for instance, curve 2 in sketch 2 or

curve 2 in sketch 4), as a rule, indicates a chan.ie in the ;echarism
itself of the process, of thermoinactivation (2 ,

In the process of inactivation, the exins action indicates,
besides structural components of nucleocapsides of virs particles,
their surface lipoproteid complex. Tie role of sur.'acŽ liPo;roteid

S complex, for~ned during, irrediate participation of the cell co.2ponents (I),
appears in various relation to heating at 1O deg:recx of ;he vir•s popula-
tion received in cells of various orijýin. Fo4 v3:;; )oi:t~on:; ( 5  -iant)
received in HeLa and XASHiA cells, the sped of i:-:i::i or •kin, plau,

SL
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apparently, according to the protein tL.o, i4 ic.' '"' .'a uon with

viruses from RES and Ta' cells which bocor . cnditions

according to the nucleinic type.

On the other hand the differenceiŽ n variants
tr and t0 received in TKE cells is pre,;erve'i c .... .o La
cells as a system producing viruses. But thc t,:,,' ','.

which the changk tŽes pl:rce from onea typý, o . .n
to another (prott in' (2, 3) varies deponaing oi- t ,he cells.

In this way at least in its appization to u, , n study,
the increase of the resistance of virus particl :es', for
calcularion as an increase in the durability of tn ;:, ructur• of
nucleocapsides (3, 4) as well as an increase in r,, :;t'bility of the
surface lipoproteid complex playing the defence rol-

The properties of the su~face lipoproteid co~e' ccLer•tnae the

formation and duration of the period of inductJon o' to be-,:inning
period of the slowing of the loss of infectriolso a ctivity of the VEE
virus during which it becomes inactive according to t~he nuclbin type.
Ultracentrifuging the virus substantially low¢ers iTs theroior' sistance,
at which the period of induction determined for u-, cleaned viras in the
control experiment at 50 degrees disapoears •:iani hvo -4 7, amrni6a te1y
becomes inactive according to the proaein tyTpe. time the
sensitivity of the VEE virus grows - In "it S unclearly
expressed (2) - (sensitivity) to the rmostabilii,:, of -nagnesium,Q sulfate which lowers the speed of protein -'actv'acr..

Taking into account that in the proce-ss of " .... ... uring
the cleansing of the VEE virus one can observe .... -: . " the change
in buoyant density of the virus partcles " because
of the chipping out of lipoid components ( i2j, iie to
suppose that the virus becomes more thermosensitive after the breakdown
of its surface lipoproteid complex.

This circumstance complicates work with cicanc. vi-.. rs preparations,
inasmuch as the wholeness of the surface lix.o'r . . . .a gre ..
significance during storage of the viyus at lo.1:0,1'tSpeci .ly
lower than zero degrees (11). If In tha c...... .ork it

is necessary to remove the suspension of cluanrs3;2 vi e :any times from
the refrigerator or if the duration of the work w hc su;zw ospension does
not exceed 1 - 1 1/2 weeks, on the basis of statistics r-ceiveg by us it
is possible to recommend a preferred storage at c,•:x•c'" rather than at
a temperature lower than zero.

With the model of the foot and mouth virus w:,.; :ao'm that the
shift of pH exerts an opposite action on protein.. .. J-.ii tvpes of
inactivation (6). In a more acidic inediun, t.e >rotai,. inactivation
accelerated, and the nucleinic - slowed. no :. : ,mc:iiums, this
dependence was opposite. As a result of stui'y Ion,; : ; 1n the VSE' virus,
it was discovered that the chanes in pH w....'n t ;id not
change the duration of the period of induction ,., i I,', did not
influence the stability of the surface ipoJ.otLd ,w these
conditions the fall of pH lowers the sptud of fc',, . thu VE
virus according to the nucleinic type. A lar, c , of ;:1 (to 6,0 or
iOO) caused destruction of the surface fý-...C•:cx and
change of the mechanism of virus in. wti ot .

'10,0)
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• the number o: tested chemica.Lo atc v-i rus -containing
suspension, the greatest stabilizing action wa; i. xtt: br crystalline
bovine albumin, which slowed the loss of icivi.y of the virus
both according, to the nucleinic and the Prot• : , U'%' Af:~ciently
good effcct was exerted by the application of a O:ff components
maintained in medium No. 199.

in our opinion, of particular intcreet is; .L;n for chemical
substances exerting selective action on various t/ o0 vizus inactiva-
tion. If for the protein type, magnQ:sium sulfate ',-s a selective
action, then specificity of the a otion of gluta;dr, on the nucleinic
type of inactivation cannot be proved valid. lntiirec'.ly, this circum-
stance can confirm the fact of the neutralizatioti of the stabilizing
action of magnesium sulfate by the addition of 0,1% glutamin. It should

be taken into account that cheaical a(&itivus Pýxrt action fiUr:t of all
on the surface formations of virions; an increase in the resistance of
the surface lipoproteid complex does not change the speed of inactivation
of the nucleinic type, but only increases the time during which this
inactivation can be determined. The influence on the nucleinic loss of
infectiousness is possible only during conditions of sufficient penetra-
bility of the surface structures for the test subst.nce. But this
heightening of penetrability can bread down the stability of the surface
lipoproteid complex and cause its bremature deztruct~on. Similar inter-
relations can be traced during the inactivation of VEE virus at 50 degrees
in the presence of glutamin (see sketch 6). The incduction period is
significantly shortened, but during it there is for practical purposes,
no defined inactivation of the nucleinic type.

Su•iring up, it is advisable to note a series of general positions.
The rcsitsance of the Vi•E virus .urin expoSur. to lo rtues

is determined by the speed of its inactivation of the nucleinic type,
at sufficiently high temperatures; when the loss of infectiousness
from the first minutes of heating is caused by denaturization of virus
proteins, the thermostability is determined in the VbE virus by the speed

of inactivation of the protein type. in the interim between these two
extreme cases, the resistance of the virus depends in the last analysis
on the duration of the induction period and then on that temperature
level when the induction period ceases to be determined.

The studied biological, physiological and chenical factors influ-
encing the process of th,.rmoinactivat'on of the VE' virus sp)eeded or slowed
in various conditions, the nucleinic or protein t'roe of inactivation
of the virus. On the other hand, their action was :'ealized through the
surface lipoproteid complex and was involvcd in tc the chang:e of
duration of the induction period, and likewise of the temperature level
during which the virus inactivation began to produce principally according
to the protein type.
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Sketch 1. inactivation of the V:U: vir.,:3 pop',C].aior, r,;:,iV(Q in cells of
various ori-li n.
T-he broken lineindieates inaczivat,• , , po)Alation• the
unbroken line - ts ?opulatcn: a - ;, th,: virus
received in TKEi cells (0. and 2), 3-: , , (), ,ASHA (5);_b - 5 degrrees, virus received in Th.d c (i), . (2),

HeLa (3 and L), MASHA (5).
Ordinate- virus activity at ig tFi/ml, . - time (in
minutes).

a /}

r t v r n 
'.

1 , 6. ; :

~~S e c . Ina ct ivat ion of the pu rified V 1?E virus a t 50 cdgr~e•,e s.o

2. -parent virus in .'o. 199 r,.ediu•. -w t.... s,"; 2 - l e d

diluted in a 5-fold physiological soiution; 3 - purified virus
in No. 199 medium diluted 5-fold bor Ih-,oIo ical -olution.

Ordinate- virus activity in A, ?FU/ml; bi... - tile (in

Minutes).

4.

Sketch 3. Inactivation of the purifie;d viru.; i.n'v;,,.u:; :alt, solutions.
I - borax buffer, pi (5 wit'- -A ,o ' : *te; 2
borax buffer, pH 6,8; 3 ..... 3 "a '

Ordinate - virus actLviLy in i.- ."" I ... .
time (in minutes).

©I

_____ ____ _____ ____



Sketch ho Inactivation of the purifi#,,• .i v.
1 - at L degrees, 2 a, -,. ., .at .,.,,res

with daily thawing and frc.zr - % i.
Ordinate - virus activ!.vr in 1, " ,' . : .,o- .

time (in 211 hour periods)

I- ,

e

Sketch 5. Inactivation of the VEWE vi . . ' er val:ý oi p at
52 degrees ; a: 2 - pH 9,0; 2 - p .,<. .- Onto1-
PH 8s t; 2 iPH nicO; 3 - pH 6,0. 7o"Drb: .

Ordinate - virus activity in ig / ;..L•;sa - time (in
minutes)

ii-
Sketch 6, Inactivation of the VE;',; viruz .. .:Lr,'ea~e in a

S~~~~~growth medium containing, 0,i ••••in
, i - ~~50 degrees; 2 - 5L degreest; 3 ,• qrc ontrol

results are indicated by the brokeýr, liý10.
i ~~~~~Ordinate -virus activity in ija U m; A~ D••a -• m i
Smi nutes ). bcna tm (i

0
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Inactivation of the VEE virus at 50 dcgrres ir•, .. i';;.. of various
compositions (data are the average rcsul•s o" 3 pa;c'1.:0l eri ents)

I'edium composit4on in which virus particles, Y:1 h i'c (in ig PFU/ml)
are susperndled in 20 ,,mut.•s of heating at 50 degrees

Earle's solution with 0,22' sodium
bicarbonate

Thne same and 0,1, of bovi.ne albumin C.
T'he same and 0C) l of glutamin 3,1
Tihe same and 1.2,5% of magnesium

sulfate 2,1"
The same and 01% of Bovine alb.zin.,

and 12•5% magnesium, sulfate 2,3
The same, 0,1% glutamin and 12,51

imagnesi-wa svlkfate L4

i,

rC
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